Hartford Legislators,

It should be obvious to even those who possess weak minds that the Democrat party is trying to steal the November elections by opening the voting process to the most egregious opportunities for fraud EVER in American history! This is one voter and taxpayer who absolutely advises each of you to vote against allowing this travesty to take place. CoVid 19 is NOT a legitimate reason to avoid going to the polls since wearing masks and keeping the requisite 6 feet apart is quite sufficient to break the chain of infection for the spread of that virus. Also we demand that proper voter ID be required and that polling locations be protected from anyone seeking to intimidate voters on election day. What are we paying taxes for if not to remain safe in our normal activities? The voting parameters we already have in place are ALL CT needs to secure a fair, honest, and safe election day. Please do NOT change anything. Capt.(Ret.) R. Rosa, RN, BSN